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CBARACTEBlSTlC POLYNOMIALS

OF SOME GRAPH BUNDLES

YOUNKI ORAE, JIN Ho KWAK AND JAEUN LEE

1. Introduction

Let G be a finite simple connected graph with vertex set V(G)
and edge set E(G). Let A(G) be the adjacency matrix of G. Then
the characteristic polynomial of G is the chat:acteristic polynomial
det(>..I - A(G» of A(G). We denote the cb.aracteristic polynomial
of G by .(G;>"). A root of .(G;>") is called an eigenvalue of G, and
the set of eigenva1.ues of G is ca11ed the spectrum of G. If the dis
tinct eigenvalues of G are >"t > >"2 > ... > >". with their multiplicities
m(>"t), m(>"2),'.' ,m(>...), then we sb.a1l write

In [7], A.J. Schwenk studied relations between the characteristic
polynomials of some related graphs. In particular, he computed the
characteristic polynomials of graphs formed by certain binary opera
tions: union, cartesian product, tensor product and strong product of
two graphs. In [4], T. Kitamura and M. Nihei studied the characteris
tic polynomials of regular double coverings of graphs. The aim of this
paper is to study a relation between the characteristic polynomial of a
graph G and the characteristic polynomials of graph bundles over G.
In the case that the fibre graph F is the complete graph K 2 on two
vertices or its complement K 2 , we give the complete computations for
the characteristic polynomials of F-bundles over a graph G. Finally, we
investigate the structures of K2 (or K2)-bundles over graphs by using
their eigenvalues and some algebraic characterizations of two isomor
phic graph bundles. Generally, we follow N. Biggs [1] for terminology.
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2. Graph bundles

We begin by introducing the notion of a graph bundle. Every edge
of a graph G gives rise to a pair of oppositely directed edges. We
denote the set of directed edges of G by D(G)~ By e-1 we mean
the reverse edge to an edge e E D(G). We may denote the directed
edge e of G by uv if the initial and terminal vertices of e are u and v
respectively. For any finite group f, a f-voltage assignment of G is a
function </> : D(G) -+ f such that </>(e-1 ) = </>(e)-1 for all e E D(G).
We denote the set of all f -voltage assignments of G by Cl (G; f). Let F
be also a graph and let </> E C1(G; Aut(F)), where Aut(F) is the group
of all graph automorphisms of F. Now, we construct a graph G x tP F as
follows: V(G x tP F) = V(G) X V(F). Two vertices (U1, V1) and (U2, V2)

are adjacent in G x tP F if either U1 U2 E D(G) and V2 = </>(U1 U2 )V1

or U1 = U2 and V1V2 E E(F). We call G x tP F the F-bundle over G
associated with </> and. the natural map ptP : G X tP F -+ G the bundle
projection. We also call G and F the base and the fibre of G x tP F,
respectively. Note that the map ptP maps vertices to vertices but an
image of an edge can be either an edge or a vertex. Moreover, if
F = K n , then every F-bundle of G is just an n-fold covering graph of
G, and if </>(e) is the identity of Aut(F) for all e E D(G), then G x tP F
is just the cartesian product of G and F.

Let H be a subgroup of Aut(F). Two F-bundles G x tP F and G x tP F
are said to be isomorphic with respect to H if there exists an isomor
phism e: G x tP F --+ G x tP F and h E H such that the diagram

G x tP F
e

) GxtPF

P+I IN
G G

h

commutes.
Let CO(G; Aut (F)) denote the set offunctions f : V(G) -+ Aut (F).

The following two algebraic characterizations of two isomorphic graph
bundles may be found in [5].

THEOREM 1. Two F-bundles G x tP F and G x tP Fare isomozphic
with respect to H, H ~ Aut (G), if and only if there exist h E H and
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j E CO(G; Aut (F» such that tP(h-1(u)h-1(v» = j(v)4>(uv)j(U)-l for
all uv E D(G).

Let T be a spanning tree of G with root VO. Define a map ~# :
C1(Gj Aut (F» -+ CO(Gj Aut (F» as follows: for any v E V(G) there
exists a unique path el e2 ... em in the tree T from Vo to v, and we
define

9'#(4))(v) = 4>(el)-l ... 4>(em)-l.

We denote CHGj Aut (F» by

{4> E C1(G; Aut (F»I4>(e) is the identity for each e E D(T)},

and define ~* : C1(G; Aut (F» -+ CHG; Aut (F» by

for any 4> E C1(G; Aut (F» and any uv E D(G). Then, ~* is clearly
well-defined and the identity on CHGj Aut (F». Hence, we have

THEOREM 2. Any F-bundle G xt/1 F over G, 4> E C1(GjAut(F»,
is isomozpmc to an F-bundle G x'" F with respect to the identity
automozpmsm of G for some tP E CHG; Aut (F».

Figure 1 shows two K2-bundles over the cycle 0 5 of five vertices, and
the values of the base graph C5 represent the Z2-voltage assignments,
where Z2 = {I, -I}. Note that the two K 2-bundles in Figure 1 are all
K 2-bundles over Cs up to isomorphism (with respect to the identity
automorphism), by Theorem 2.

~
~

-1
<=:>111

Figure 1. Two K 2-bundles over Cs
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3. A relation between 4>(Gj A) and 4>(G x4> Fj A)

In this section, we show that if the fibre F is k-regular graph, then
«p(Gj A- k) is a divisor of «p(G x4> Fj A) for any Aut(F)-voltage as
signment </>. For any set S, we denote the cardinality of S by ISI.
For each v E V(G), we denote the set of all vertices adjacent to v
by N(v) and call it the neighborhood of v. We also denote the set
of all vertices of (p4»-I(V) by R: for each v E V(G). A partition
P = (VI, ... ,Vn ) of V(G) is said to be equitable if for each i and any
u,v E Vi, IN(u) n v;! = IN(v) n V;I for all j. We define a matrix
PG = (Pij) by Pij = IN(u) n V;I for u E Vi, In [7], A.J. Schwenk
showed that the characteristic polynomial of the matrix PG is a divisor
of «p(Gj A), which is a main tool in proving the next theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let F be a k-regular graph. Then «p(Gj A - k) is a
divisor of4>(G x4> Fj A} for any q,E C 1(GjAut(F».

Proof· Let V(G) = {VI,'" ,VW(G)I} and PC</»~ = (Rt,··· ,R:IV (G)I)'

Then pc</»~ is an equitable partition of V(G x4> F). IT A(G) = (aij),
for each i and j we have

if u ER:; and i = j

if 'U ER:; and i =I: j,

because F is k-regular. Thus P(q,)G = A(G) + kI(V(G)\, where In is
the identity matrix of order n. Then the characteristic polynomial of
P(</»G is

det (AIW(G)I - A(G) - kIW(G)!) = det «A - k)IW(G)1 - A(G»)
= 4>(Gj A- k).

Since the partition·P( </» is equitable, 4>(Gj A- k) is a divisor of 4>(G x.p
Fj ,x).

Since K n is a O-regular graph, we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY 1. H G is a covering graph of G, then 4>(G; A) is a .
divisor of4>(G; A).

Note that this corollary shows that if «p(Gj A) is not a divisor of
4>(Gj A), then G cannot be a covering graph of G. Also note that the
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converse of Corollary 1 is false, because there exist two graphs G1 and
G2 such that ep(G1 ; >.) = ep(G2j >.) but G1 and G2 are not isomorphic
(see [1], p.I3).

4. Characteristic polynomials of double coverings

A signed graph is GCAJ = (G, w), where w: E(G) - {-I,I} is a
function. We call G the u.nderlying graph of GCAJ and w the weight
function of GCAJ' In a signed graph, the edges which are assigned the
weight 1 are called positive and the others negative. We denote by
E+(GCAJ ) (resp. E-(GCAJ ) ) the set of all positive (resp. negative) edges
of a signed graph GCAJ . Every subgraph S of the underlying graph G
of a signed graph GCAJ has two natural subgraph structures, as a signed
and unsigned subgraph. In the unsigned case, S is merely a subgraph
of Gj in the other case, S is the signed graph with the weight function
w of GCAJ restricted to E(S). We denote it by S or SIN respectively.

Given any signed graph GCAJ , its adjacency matrix A(GCAJ ) = (aij) is
a square matrix of order IV(G)I defined by

.ij = { -~
if ViVj is positive

if ViVj is negative

if ViVj is not an edge

and its characteristic polynomial is that offor 1 ::; i,j ::; IV(G)I,
A(GCAJ)'

Since any element of Z2 has itself as inverse, we can regard any
voltage assignment </J E Cl(G; Z2) as the map from the set of all undi
rected edges of G to Z2. Thus, for any </J E Cl(G; Z2), we consider
</J as a weight function of G. From now on, we identify the set of all
Z2-voltage assignments of G with the set of all weight functions of G.
Denote the signed graph associated with </J by Gt/>. A graph S is a
basic figure if every component of S is either a cycle or K2. Let Gn
denote the set of those n-vertex subgraphs of G which are basic figures.
A cycle C = el e2 ... en in a subgraph S of GtJ> is negative if C has
odd numbers of negative edges in St/>, i.e., rr?=l </J(e) = -1 in Z2. We
denote the set of negative cycles in a subgraph S of GtJ> by N(StJ».

For example, let G = K3 and let V(G) = {Vl,V2,V3}. Let </J E
Cl(Gj Z2) such that </J(VlV2) = -1 and </J(e) = 1 for any e =1= VlV2.
Figure 2 and Table 1 show K3,K3., Gn and N(StJ».
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Va Va

1

1 V2

-1

VI K a
1'1 K3q,

Figure 2. K3 and Ka4>

n Gn N(S9)

1 empty set empty set

2 I> I> I> empty set

3 I> I>
. Ta.ble 1. Gn and N(S9)

Moreover,

[0-1 1]
A(Ka<,J=. """:1 0 1 _

1 1 0

For any tP E Cl(Gj Z2), we denote by G",+ (resp_ G"'_ ) the spanning
subgraph of the underlying graph G whose edge set is E+(G",) (resp. E
(G",) ), and consider them as unsigned graphs. Then we have
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where ® means the Kronecker product of two matrices. Note that

A(G",+) + A(G",-) = A(G)

and
A(G",+) - A(G",-) = A(G",).

THEOREM 4. ~(GX.K2 ;>.) = ~(G;>')~(G.;>')forany<p E C1(G; Z2).

Proof. Let Q be a 2 X 2 matrix with the property that

Q-l [0 1] Q = [1 0] .
. 1 0 0-1

Then

(Q-I ® IIV(G)I) A(G x. K2) (Q ® IIV(G)I)

= [~ ~] ® A(G.+ ) + [~ ~1] ® A(G.- )

_ [A(G.+ ) + A(G.- ) 0 ]
- 0 A(G.+) - A(G.-)

[
A(G) 0]

= 0 A(G.)·

Thus, we have ~(G x. K 2 ; >.) = ~(G; >')~(G.; >.).

For a signed graph G., let

.~(G.; >.) = co(G.)>.IV(G)1 +cI(G.)>.IV(G)I-l

+ ... + CIV(G)I-l(G.)>' + CIV(G)I(G.).

Note that eo(G.) is 1 and Cl(G.) is 0 for all simple graph G. Let
c(G) and ~(G) denote the numbers of cycles and components in G, re
spectively. Then, the following theorem is Sachs's formula for a signed
(weighted) graph ([2], sec. 1.4).

THEOREM 5. Ci(G.) = ESEG;( _1)~(s)+IN(S.)12c(S) for 1 :$ i :$
jV(G)/.

For convenience, we take t E Cl(G; Z2) such that tee) is the identity
for all e E D(G). Then IN(St)1 = 0 for all SE Gn • We write Ci(Gt ) =
Ci(G) for all i = 0, ... ,jV(G)I. We shall denote G x t K 2 by G X K 2 •

By using Theorems 4 and 5, we can get the characteristic polynomial
of a double covering of G.
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For a computational example, consider Figure 3 and Table 2. Here
G=K4

-1

Figure 3. K~ and K 4 x'" K 2
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n Gn en(G) en(G",)

1 empty set 0 0

2
~~~

-6 -6

~~~

3 ~~ -8 0

~~

4 ~~~ -3 5

~~~
Table 2. Gn and associated coefficients
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i)(K4 X4> K2 ; A) = (A4
- 6A2.- BA -3)(A4

- 6A2+5)

= (A - 3)(A + 1)3(A2 -1)(A2 - 5).

A graph G is integral if every eigenvalue of G is an integer.

COROLLARY 2. For each </> E Cl(G; Z2); G x4> K2 is integral if and
only if both G and G4> are integral.

For example, consider Figure 2 and Table 1. Since C6 is isomorphic
to K3 x4> K2, i)(K39 ;A) = A3 - 3A + 2 = (A + 2)(A _1)2 and K3 is
integral, C6 is integral.

Let -t be the Z2-voltage assignment of G with. the property that
</>(e) = -1 for all e E D(G). We denote i)(Gx-t K2; A) by i)(GXK2; A).

COROLLARY 3.

(1) i)(G x K 2 ;A) = (i)(GiA»2.
(2) i)(GxK2;A) = (-l)IV(G>li)(G; A)i)(Gi -A).

Proof. (1) is clear.
(2) H </>(e) = -1 for all e E D(G), then A(G4» = -A(G). Thus

i)(G4>; A) = det(AI + A(G» = (_l)IV(G)1 det(-AI - A(G»

= (-l)IV(G)Ii)(G; -A).

Note that Corollary 3.(2) is Theorem 1 of [4]. Let G be a k
regular graph. Then the number of spanning trees of G is T(G) =
IV(G) ,-1i)1(G; k), where i)' denotes the derivative of the characteristic
polynomial i)(G; A) ([1], p. 36).

·COROLLARY 4. Let G be a k-regular connected simple graph. Then,
(1) G x4> K 2 is connected if and only if i)(G4>i k) i= O.
(2) T(G x4> K 2) = iT(G)i)(G4>i k).

Proof. We prove (2) only.

T(G x4> K 2 ) = (2IV(G)I)-li)'(G x4> K2i k)

=(2IV(G)I)-1(i)'(G; k)i)(G4>; k) + i)(Gi k)i)'(G4>; k»
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Since G is k-regular, k is an eigenvalue of G and hence <I?(Gi k) = O.
Thus we have, r(G xt/> K 2 ) = tr(G)<I?(Gt/>i k).

For example, if tP is the same one as in Figure 3, then

It is also known ([1], p. 51) that a graph G is bipartite if and only
if >'s = - >'1, where

(
>'1 ...

SpecG = (\ )m A1 •••

Moreover, the above statements are equivalent to the following:

<I?(G; -..\) = (_l)IV(G>lep(G;..\) ([1], Prop. 8.2).

COROLLARY 5. Every double covering of a bipartite graph G is also
bipartite.

Proof. Let tP be a Z2-voltage assignment of G. Then, the bipartite
ness of G implies that the number of vertices of every subgraphs of G,
which is a basic figure, is even. This fact implies that <I? (G t/>; - >.) =
(-I)IV(G)I<I?(Grt>; >.). Clearly,

<I?(G xt/> K 2 i ->.) = <I?(G xt/> K 2 ; >.).

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 6. Let G be a graph which. is not bipartite and let tP
be a Z2-voltage assignment of G. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) G xrt> K 2 is bipartite.
(2) G xrt> K 2 is isomorphic to GxK2.
(3) <I?(G4>i >.) = (-I)<IV(G)I)<I?(G; ->.).

Moreover, if G is a k-regular, then the above three state
ments are equivalent to the following statement:

(4) <I?(Gt/>;-k) =0.
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Proof. Let G be a graph which is not bipartite. Then G must contain
an odd cycle, say Co' Take an edge eo in Co' Let T be a spanning tree of
G containing all edges of Co except eo. Then, for each e E E(G)-E(T),
e determines a cycle Ce such that E(Ce)-{e} is a subset of E(T). Note
that Ceo is the cycle Co' By Theorem 2, we may assume that 4>(e) = 1
for any e E E(T)

(1) =} (2) Let e E E(G) - E(T). Then the length of Ce is either
even or odd. H it is odd, then Ce ~ust be negative because G x tP K2
is bipartite. This gives 4>(e) = -1. H it is even, then Ce must be
non-negative. Indeed, if Ce is negative, then S x tP K2_contains an odd
cycle, where S is the spanning subgraph of G whose edge set E(S) is
{ea, e} U E(T). This contradicts the bipartiteness of G x tP K 2 • This
gives 4>(e) = 1. By Theorem Itree, G x tP K2 is isomorphic to GxK2.

The two implications (2) =} (3) and (3) =} (1) are clear. Moreover,
the two imJllications (3) =} (4) and (4) =} (1) are clear if G is k-regular.

\

Note that Corollary 6 gives that there exists only one bipartite dou-
ble covering, up to isomorphism, if the base graph is not bipartite.

A signed graph is balanced if every cycle of it is non-negative. Note
that every disconnected double cover of a connected graph G is iso
morphic to the disjoint union of two copies of G. It is known that a
graph G is connected if and only if its largest eigenvalue both has mul
tiplicity one and has an eigenvector whose components are all positive
([2], Theorem 3.34). We also note that G x K 2 is isomorphic to two
disjoint copies of G. By using these facts and Theorem 2, we have the
following corollary.

COROLLARY 7. Let 4> be a Z2-vo1tage assignment of G. Then the
following are equivalent.

(1) GtP is balanced.
(2) G x tP K 2 is isomorphic to G x K 2 •

(3) <p(GtPj A) = <p(G; A).

5. Characteristic polynomials of K2-bundles
We observe that for any 4> E Cl(G; Z2), the construction of G x tP K2

gives

A(Gx tPK 2 ) = [~ ~]@A(GtP+)+[~ ~]@A(GtP-)+[~~]@IIV(G)I.
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THEOREM 7. w(G x. K 2 ; A) = w(G; -X - 1)w(G.; -X + 1) for any
4> E C1(G; Z2).

Proof. Using a method similar to the proof of Theorem 4, we have
that A(G x. K2 ) is similar to

[~ ~] ®A(G.+) + [~ ~1] ®A(G.-)+ [~ ~1] ®IW(G)I'

which is equal to

Thus, we have

W(G x· K2; -X) = det (-XIW(G)I - A(G) - IW(G) I)
det (AIW(G)I - A(G.) + IW(G)I)

= w(G; -X - 1)w(G.; -X +1).

For example, let G = C, and 4> : D(G) -+ Z2 defined as in Figure 4.
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1

-1 1

1

G~

Figure 4. G~ and the associated K 2-bundIe

By Theorem 5, we have ~(G4.;A) = A4 - 4A2 +4 = (A2
- 2)2 and

ep(G4; A) = (A-2)A2(A+2). Thus CP(G4 x tP K2; A) = (A-3)(A-1)2(A+
1)(A2 + 2A -1}2. .

Note that the 4-runged Mobius ladderM4 is isomorphic to G4 x tP K2

and hence cp(M4 ; A) = (A - 3)(A -1)2(A + 1)(A2 +2A -1}2. Moreover,
r(M4 ) = i .22 .4. (14)2 = 392.

Note that A(Gt ) = A(G) and A(G_t) = -A(G). By Theorem 7, we
have the following corollary.

COROLLARY 8.

(1) cp(G x K 2 ; A) = cp(G; A-l)c1(G; A+ 1).
(2) c1(GxK2 ; A) = (-1)IV(G)I~(G; A-l)ep(G; -A -1).

COROLLARY 9. For evezy graph G, G x tP K2 is·bipartite ifand only
ifG x tP K 2 is isomorphic to GxK2•

Moreover, if G is bipartite, then G x tP K2 is bipartite if and only if
G x tP K 2 is isomorphic to G x K2.

Proof. We first prove that GxK2 is bipartite. Let cp(G; A) = rr:=l(A
Ai)m('\o). Then c1(GxK2 ; A) = rr:=1(A-(Ai+1»m('\·>(A+(Ai+1))m('\.> ,
which implies that GxK2 is bipartite. Conversely, suppose that G x tP

K2 is bipartite. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the
value of 4J = 1 for all edges of a fixed spanning tree T of G. Let e be an
edge of the cotree G - T. Then e determines a cycle Ce • H the length
of Ce is odd, then, by using the method of proof of Corollary 6, we
have 4J(e) = -1. H the length of Ce is even and 4J(e) = -1, then the
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subgraph Ce x IP K 2 of the bipartite graph G x IP K 2 has an odd cycle
(Figure 4). This contradicts the fact that every subgraph of a bipartite
graph is bipartite. Thus 4>(e) must be·!. If we use the method of the
proof of Corollary 6 once more, we have that G x IP K 2 and GxK2 are
isomorphic.

Clearly, G x IP K 2 is (k + 1)-regular for any k-regular graph G and
any 4> E C1(G; Z2). This fact implies the following corollary.

COROLLARY 10. Let G be a k-regular connected simple graph.
Then

In particular,

and

T(GxK2 ) = (-1)IV(G>I%T(G)<P(G; -k - 2).

The above corollary gives that every K2-bundle over a connected
graph G is also connected because <p(G IP ; k + 2) is not O.

Now we compute the number of spanning trees of some graphs. Let
Ta be the 3-prism and let Ma be the 3-runged Mobius ladder. Note
that Ta and Ma are isomorphic to Ca x K 2 and Ca xK2 respectively.
Since <p(Ca; A) = (A - 2)(A + 1)2,

and
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Figure 5. Tg and Mg

Note that the complete bipartite graph Kn,n is isomorphic to K nxK2.
Thus,

and

(K) 2n-2
T n,n = n .

Let G Xl K 2 =G X K 2 and let G xn K 2 = (G x n - l K2) X K 2 for
n ~ 2. Similarly, we define Gx

n
K 2 •

COROLLARY 11.

(1) cp(G x n K2j;\) = n:=o cp(Gj;\ - n + 2~)(:) for n ~ 1.
(2) cp(Gx

n
K2j;\)

= (_l?n-ljV(G)! n::~ cp(G;;\ - n + 2k)(n;1)

cp(Gj -;\ +n - 2(k + l)(n;l) for n ~ 1.

Proof. We prove (1) by induction on n. Suppose it is true for n = i.
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Then

q)(G XH1 K2 ;A)

=q)«G X t K2) X K2;A)

=q)(G x t K2;A-1)q)(G x t K2; A+1)
t t

= IT q)(G; A-I -I. +2k)(:) IT ()(G; A+1-1. +2k)(:)
k=O k=O

t

= IT q)(G;A - (1 +1.) +2k)(:)
k=O

t

X IT q)(G; A- (I. +1) +2(k + 1»(:)
k=O

t

= IT q)(G; A- (1 +I.) + 2k)(:)
k=O

t+l
X IT q)(G; A- (I. +1) + 2k)('~1)

k=O

=()(G; A- (I. + 1»()(G; A+1. +1)
t

X IT q)(G; A- (I. + 1) + 2k)<:)+('~1)
k=1

HI
= IT ~(G; A- (I. + 1) +2k)('t

1

).

k=O

(2) By Corollary 9, both GxK2 and (GxK2) X K2 are bipartite. IT
we use Corollary 9 once more, then we have (GxK2)xK2 is isomorphic
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to (GxK2 ) X K2 • Thus, we have

cI»CGx
n

K 2 ;A)

=cI»CCGxK2 ) x n
-

1 K 2 ; A)
n-l

= IT cI»CGxK2 ;A-n+1+2k)C",I)
1:=0
n-l

= IT 4?(G; A- n + 1+ 2k _1)(";;1)
k=O

X (-l)/V(G)/4?(G; -A + n - 1- 2k _ 1)(";;1)

n-l
=(_1)2(,,-I)/V(G)1 IT (4?(G; A- n +2k)cI»(G; -A +n - 2(k + 1»(";;1).

1:=0

For example, let Qn be the n-cube. Then Qn is isomorphic to Kt x n

K2 for n ~ 1. Since 4?(Kt ;A) = A,

n n

4?(Qn; A) = IT 4?(K1 ; A- n +2k)(:) = IT (A - n +2k)C:)
1:=0 k=O

for n ~ 1 and

n

r(Qn) =22"-n-l IT kC:) for n ~ 1
1:=1

n

=22"+!(n
2
-3n-2) IT kC:), for n ~ 3

1=3

Finally, we characterize the integrality of the n-prism Tn and the
n-runged Mobius ladder Mn •

COROLLARY 12.

(1) Tbe n-prism Tn is integral if and only ifn = 3,4 or 6.
(2) Tben-runged Mobiusladder M n is integral ifand only ifn = 3.
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Proof. (1) We observe that Tn is isomorphic to Cn x Kz. Thus Tn

is integral if and only if Cn is integral. It is known that Cn is integral
if and only if n = 3,4 or 6 ([3]).

(2) We also observe that M n is isomorphic to Cn x~ K2 where 4J E
Cl(G; Zz) such that ~(e) = -1 = ~(e-l) for a fixed edge e E D(G)
and ~(e) =1 for any e E D(G) - {e,e-1}. Then M n is integral if and
only if Cn x~Kz is integral. Moreover, Cn x~ Kz is integral if and only
if Cn x~ Kz is integral. Since Cn x~ Kz is isomorphic to C2n , Mn is
integral if and only if n =3.

Figure 6. Integral gra.phs T4 and T6

Note tha.t T4 is the 3-cube Qa.

6. Further remarks

For each ~ E Cl(G; Zz), we define -~ E Cl(G; Zz) by (-4J)(e) =
-4J(e). It is easy to see the following theorem.

THEOREM 8. For each 4J E C1(G; Zz),

()(G_~;A) = (_l)IV(G)I()(G~; -A).

Now, we give two examples. Let ~ E C1(Gj Z2) be the Z2-voltage
assignment in Figure 4. Then, ()(G_~jA) = (_1)4«_A)Z - 2)2 =
(AZ - 2)2. Thus the characteristic polynomial of C4 x~ K2 and that
of C4 x-~ Kz are equal. Note that, by Theorem 2, C4 x~ Kz and
C4 x-~ Kz are isomorphic with respect to the identity automorphism.

Let ~ E C1(G; Zz) be the Zz-voltage assignment in Figure 3. Then
-~ is the one in Figure 7.
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1

Figure 7. K~

By Theorem 2, K. x -.K2 and the graph in Figure 8 are isomorphic
with respect to the identity automorphism.

Figure 8.

Moreover, the characteristic polynomial of the graph in the Figure 8
is CA - 3)(A +1)3(A2 -1)(A2

- 5) and hence K. x. K2 and K. x-. K2
have the same characteristic polynomial. The above two K2-bundles
are isomorphic with respect to Aut(K.} by Theorem 1.
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